Demonstrating laboratory proficiency in bacterial mutagenicity assays for regulatory submission.
The bacterial reverse mutation test is a mainstay for evaluation of mutagenicity predicting the carcinogenic potential of a test substance and is recommended by regulatory agencies across the globe. The popularity of the test is due, in part, to the relatively low cost, rapid results and small amount of test material required compared to most other toxicological tests as well as the near universal acceptance of the toxicological significance of a clear positive or negative result. Most laboratories follow the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Test Guideline 471 (TG471) or national guidelines based on TG471. Regulatory agencies in most countries are obligated to consider results from tests which meet the recommendations laid out in TG471. Nonetheless, laboratories unfamiliar with the test sometimes have trouble generating reliable, reproducible results. TG471 is a test guideline, not a detailed test protocol. A group of experts from regulatory agencies and laboratories which use the assay has assembled here a set of recommendations which if followed, will allow an inexperienced laboratory to acquire proficiency in assay conduct. These include recommendations for how to create a cell bank for the 5 Salmonella typhimurium/Escherichia coli strains and develop a laboratory protocol to reliably culture each strain to ensure each culture has the characteristics which allow adequate sensitivity for detection of mutagens using the test as described in TG471. By testing compounds on the provided lists of positive and negative test substances, the laboratory will have surmounted many of the problems commonly encountered during routine testing of unknown chemicals and will have gained the experience necessary to prepare the detailed protocol needed for performing the test under Good Laboratory Procedures and the laboratory will have generated the historical positive and negative control databases which are needed for test reports which adhere to TG471.